Complimentary Limited-Edition Designer Beach Bag to Delight Shoppers
As the longest running commercial art gallery on the Gold Coast, when you take a peek through the windows at Dalozzo Art, it is easy to understand
why. Beautiful unique and curated pieces to inspire and entice connoisseurs and amateurs alike.

Part of The Marine Village retail community since 2008, Judith and the Dalozzo family have been professionally painting for over 40 years and create a
range of wonderful art works across many genres – romanticism, impressionist, contemporary, modern, landscapes and seascapes - just to name a
few.

Sanctuary Cove are delighted to partner with Judith who was commissioned to create a painting for a beautiful limited-edition beach bag available to
shoppers at The Marine Village. Judith was inspired by local palm trees, something which is synonymous with the precinct, and this creation has
transpired on beautifully crafted canvas beach bags.

“I drove around the Marine Village over the course of a few days and took various snapshots of the palm trees” Judith said. “It’s been wonderful to
partner with Sanctuary Cove and I’m sure the finished product is sure to delight shoppers”.

When asked for advice on how to select art for your own space, Judith offers some sage advice. “Conduct your research, look online and take a photo
of where the piece will go. Lastly and most importantly, whichever piece you select needs to be unique and special to you – you have to live with it”
says Judith.

As much-loved retailers in The Marine Village, the Dalazzo family have been creating custom art and special one-off pieces for their clients.
International sabbaticals to the likes of Paris, Singapore and New York have provided Judith with plenty on inspiration for exhibitions, and her
upcoming trip to Mexico in September will be no different.

To claim your complimentary limited-edition beach bag, simply spend $300 in any one day at any of the Marine Village retail stores, present your
receipts at our Reception (located opposite IGA) and receive your beach bag valued at $79. There are limited numbers of beach bags available, so be
quick! Limit one bag per person.

Dalozzo Art is located at 39A The Promenade, opposite Black Angus.

For the full list of places to dine and shop at The Marine Village, visit sanctuarycove.com

